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Abstract

Many general range query schemes for DHT-based
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have been proposed, which
do not need to modify the underlying DHTs. However,
most existing works have the query delay depending on
both the scale of the system and the size of the query
space or the specific query, and thus cannot guarantee
to return the query results in a bounded delay. In this
paper, we propose Armada, an efficient general range
query scheme to support single-attribute and multiple-
attribute range queries. Armada is the first delay-
bounded range query scheme over constant-degree
DHTs, and can return the results for any range query
within 2logN hops in a P2P system with N peers.
Results of analysis and simulations show that the
average delay of Armada is less than logN, and the
average message cost of single-attribute range queries
is about logN+2n 2 (n is the number of peers that
intersect with the query). These results are very close
to the lower bounds on delay and message cost of
range queries over constant-degree DHTs.

1. Introduction

Distributed hash table (DHT) [1] based peer-to-peer

(P2P) systems such as Chord [2], CAN [3], Tapestry
[4], and FISSIONE [5] use a hash table-like interface

to publish and lookup objects on distributed peers.

Given a query for a specific key, DHTs can efficiently
locate the peer which owns the object with the keyword
key. DHT-based P2P systems have proven to be

scalable, robust, efficient and generally applicable. As

a result, the DHT has become a general infrastructure

for building many P2P applications, such as distributed
storage systems, naming services, data management

systems, and large-scale online games.

The basic functionality supported by the DHT

infrastructure is exact-match query, which is enough

for many applications. For example, a P2P storage
system can use the exact-match query interface with the

filename as the keyword to publish and lookup files.

However, the ever wider use of DHT infrastructures

has found applications that require support for range
queries [6-20]. Examples of range query include the
query “70 score 80” in P2P data management

systems and the query “1GB Memory 4GB and

50GB disk 200GB” in grid information services.
A number of range query schemes [6-20] have been

proposed for DHT-based P2P systems. An approach to

build the range query support is the general range
query scheme [9-10], which is built entirely over
existing DHT infrastructures and does not need to

modify the topology or behavior of the underlying

DHTs. This way of using DHTs as a shared general

infrastructure allows different applications to be built
on the same DHT infrastructure [10,21], providing the

range query functionality without the cost of

specifically tuning the underlying DHT. However,

because such schemes do not adapt the behavior of the
underlying DHT to the requirement of range queries,

often they are not very efficient. In most existing

general range query schemes, the query delay depends

on both the total number of peers in the systems (N)
and the size of the query space or the specific query. As
a result, these schemes cannot guarantee to return all

query results in a bounded delay that is related only to

N. When the query space or the queried range is large,
the query execution can be very slow.
In this paper, we present Armada, an efficient,

delay-bounded general range query scheme. Armada

operates over FISSIONE [5], a high-performance

constant-degree DHT scheme previously proposed by
the authors [5], and does not need to modify the

underlying FISSIONE infrastructure. Armada provides
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support for efficient single-attribute and multiple-

attribute range query and can return all query results in
a bounded delay, independent of the size of the query

space or the queried range. Results of our analysis and

simulation studies show that Armada can achieve high

efficiency in range query processing. Armada can
return all query results within 2logN hops (in this paper
logN represents log2N), and its average query delay is
less than logN, which reaches the delay lower bound
O(logN) for range queries on constant-degree DHTs.
The average message cost of single-attribute range

queries in Armada is logN+2n 2 (n is the number of
peers that intersect with the query), which is very close

to its asymptotic lower bound O(logN)+n 1. To our
knowledge, Armada is the first delay-bounded range

query scheme over constant-degree DHTs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 briefly

describes FissionE as the background of this paper.
Sections 4 and 5 present the design of the single-

attribute and multiple-attribute range query schemes in

Armada, respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper

with future work.

2. Related work

Range query schemes for DHT-based systems can

be categorized as either general or customized schemes.

General range query schemes [7-13] are entirely
layered over existing DHTs and do not modify the

underlying DHT. Customized schemes [14-20] either

make use of custom-designed DHTs or add specific

modifications to the behavior of the underlying DHTs.
In this paper, we focus on general range query schemes.

Gupta et al. [7] proposes a probability scheme that
uses locality sensitive hashing to support single-

attribute range queries on Chord. However, it can only
return approximate results.

Schmidt et al. proposes Squid [8] to provide

multiple-attribute range query functionality on Chord.

Squid uses a space-filling curve (SFC) to map objects
with multiple attributes to peers and performs range

queries by searching SFC clusters recursively. Each

search step in Squid, however, invokes one DHT

routing of Chord, which needs to travel O(logN) hops
in the system. This results in a relatively large delay

and message cost. The query delay of Squid is about

O(h*logN) (where h is related to the depth of SFC
clusters and the specific query), much larger than logN.
Skip Graph [11] and SkipNet [12] are DHT

schemes that can directly support single-attribute range

queries, but have query delays of O(logN+n), which
depends on the sizes of specific queries. SCRAP [13]

uses the space-filling curve to support multiple-

attribute range queries on Skip Graph, but its query
delay remains to be O(logN+n).
All the schemes described above are based on DHTs

with O(logN) degree. Among the existing general range
query schemes, only Armada and the works reported in
[9, 10] are range query schemes that can run over

constant-degree DHTs. Among the three schemes, only

Armada is delay-bounded and, given the same degree

of the underlying DHTs, the average query delay of
Armada is less than logN, much less than that of the
other two.

Andrzejak and Xu [9] propose a single-attribute

range query scheme based on CAN. For any range
query, the scheme first routes the query to the peer in

charge of the median value of the query, and then

floods the query to its neighbors until all related peers

are visited. The scheme compares three flooding

mechanisms, among which, the directed controlled
flooding (DCF) mechanism (hereafter called DCF-CAN)
can achieve a good overall performance, but it has a

query delay of more than O(N1/d), with an increasing
rate almost proportional to the increase in the size of
range queries. DCF-CAN can support only single-

attribute range query.

Chawathe et al. [10] designs PHT to support both
single-attribute and multiple-attribute range queries on
any DHT (including constant-degree DHTs). PHT

builds a prefix hash tree in which leaf nodes are keys

and every internal node corresponds to a distinct key

prefix. Range query in PHT is performed by parallel
search in the prefix hash tree, but each search step

along the tree must invoke one DHT routing. PHT is a

good general scheme that can run on any DHT, but its

delay and message cost are related to the query space
and overly large. When the underlying DHT is of

constant-degree, its query delay is about O(b*logN)
where b is the height of the prefix tree.
Table 1 shows the comparisons of the general range

query schemes described above.

Many customized range query schemes have also

been proposed in recent years. Mercury [16] and

SWORD [17] provide multiple-attribute range queries

by indexing the data set along each individual attribute.
Liu et al. [18] proposes NR-tree, which support range
queries and k-nearest neighbor queries in super-peer
P2P systems. MURK [13] and P-tree [19] build

specific P2P networks to support range queries,
respectively based on KD-tree and B+-tree. Brushwood

[14] provides the multiple-attribute range query

functionality on Skip Graph. Aspnes et al. [15] and
Ganesan et al. [20] respectively propose some
mechanisms to improve the load balance of Skip Graph.
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However, these schemes design specific P2P networks

or need to make specific modifications to the

underlying DHTs.

Table 1. Comparisons of some general range query schemes

&This row shows the performance of PHT with only constant-degree DHT
+h and b are two parameters related to the size of the query space and the specific query

3. Overview of FISSIONE

In this section, we give an introduction to
FISSIONE on which Armada is built. FISSIONE [5] is

a constant DHT scheme based on Kautz graph K(2,k)
[5], which is a static topology with many desirable

properties, such as optimal diameter and optimal fault

tolerance.
AKautz string of length k and base d is defined as

a string a1a2...akwhere aj {0,1,2,...,d} (1 j k) and
ai ai+1 (1 i k-1), i.e., neighboring symbols in a
Kautz string should be different. The Kautz namespace
KautzSpace(d,k) is the set containing all Kautz strings
of length k and base d. The Kautz graph K(d,k) is a
directed graph in which each node is labeled with a

Kautz string in KautzSpace(d,k) and has d outgoing
edges: for each {0,1,2,...,d} and uk, node
U=u1u2...uk has one out-edge to node V=u2u3...uk
(denoted by U V). Figure 1 shows a Kautz graph
K(2,3).
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Figure 1. Kautz
graph K(2,3)

Figure 2. An example of
FISSIONE topology

In FISSIONE, the identifiers (i.e., PeerIDs) of peers

are Kautz strings with base 2. The lengths of PeerIDs

may be different. The maximum length of PeerIDs is

less than 2logN and the average length is less than logN.
Peers are organized into an approximate Kautz graph

according to their PeerIDs. FISSIONE maintains a

topology rule called neighborhood invariant which
requires that the difference between the lengths of
PeerIDs of neighboring peers is always no more than

one. Therefore, PeerIDs of out-neighbors of peer

U=u1u2...uk are in the style of u2u3 ...ukq1...qmwith 0 m
2. Figure 2 shows an example of the P2P network

topology in FISSIONE.

Each object in FISSIONE is assigned an ObjectID

by a naming algorithm Kautz_hash, which are Kautz
strings with fixed length k (generally k=100). Each
object is published on a unique peer whose PeerID is a

prefix of its ObjectID. FISSIONE adopts effective self-

stabilization and fault-tolerant mechanisms to deal with

the joining or departing of peers. Analysis and
simulations show that FISSIONE is a constant-degree

and high-efficiency DHT scheme. The average degree

of FISSIONE is 4, its diameter is less than 2logN, and
its average routing delay is less than logN.

4. SINGLE-ATTRIBUTE RANGE QUERIES

Like many other DHTs, FISSIONE provides

support for scalable and efficient exact-match query of

distributed objects on peers. However, it can not
support range queries for numeric attribute values.

Therefore, we have designed Armada to support single-

attribute and multiple-attribute range queries over

FISSIONE.
The basic components of Armada include two parts:

object naming and range query processing. Armada
first uses an order-preserving naming algorithm to

assign to objects with close attribute values the

ObjectIDs adjoining in the Kautz namespace so as to
publish them on related peers. Then, Armada provides

efficient query processing algorithms to forward range

Query functionality

Schemes

Underlying

DHT

Degree of

underlying
DHT

Singe

attribute

Multiple

attribute

Average delay Delay

bounded?

Squid [8] Chord O(logN) O(h*logN) + No

Skip Graph, SkipNet [11,12] --- O(logN) O(logN+n) No

SCRAP [13] Skip Graph O(logN) O(logN+n) No

DCF-CAN [9] CAN d > O(N1/d) No

PHT [10] & Any DHT d O(b*logN) + No

Armada [this paper] FissionE 4 < logN Yes
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queries to appropriate peers and returns query results

within a bounded delay.
In this section we will introduce the design of the

single-attribute range query scheme in Armada.

4.1 Single-attribute naming

In this subsection, we propose an order-preserving

naming algorithm Single_hash to assign to objects with
close attribute values the ObjectIDs adjoining in the

Kautz namespace. According to the properties of
FISSIONE, objects with adjoining ObjectIDs are

published on the same or related peers.

In the paper, we assume that the entire interval of

attribute values of objects is a real-number interval [L,
H] and use symbol to denote the relation “no more

than” between Kautz strings in the lexicographical

order. Below we give some definitions of order-
preserving naming.

Definition 1. The Kautz region , is defined as:

, = { s | s KautzSpace(2,k) and s and
s }. For example, Kautz region 010, 021 = {010,

012, 020, 021}.

Definition 2. Assume F is an surjection function
from a real-number interval D to Kautz namespace V. F
is an interval-preserving function, if and only if for any
subinterval [a, b] of D, the corresponding range of [a,
b] by functionF is Kautz region F(a), F(b) .

We proposes a partition tree P(2,k) model to help
design of the Single_hash algorithm. The structure of
the partition tree P(2,k) is similar to that of a complete
binary tree, but different in labels of edges and

branches of the root. The partition tree P(2,k) has k+1
levels with the root node at the 0th level. The root node
has three child nodes, while other intermediate nodes

have only two children. Labels of edges from a father

node to its children can be 0 or 1 or 2, increasing from

left to right, but they should be different from in-edge’s
label of the father node. The label of the root node is

null and the label of any other node is the

concatenation of the labels of the edges on the path

from it to the root. Figure 3 shows an example of the
partition tree P(2,4). It is easy to see that the labels of
the leaf nodes in P(2,k) contain all Kautz strings in
KautzSpace(2,k) and they increase from left to right in
the order of .

We partition the entire interval of attribute values [L,
H] onto the partition tree P(2,k). The root node
represents the entire interval [L, H] and other nodes
represent subintervals of [L, H]. Each child node
evenly partitions the subinterval represented by its

father node. In the example shown in Figure 3, the

entire interval of attribute values is [0, 1]. Nodes A, B
and C are children of the root and evenly partition the
interval [0, 1]. And node U with label 0101 represents
the subinterval [0, 1/24].

Figure 3. Partition tree P(2,4) for attribute value interval [0, 1]

In the partition tree P(2,k), nodes at the same level
represent subintervals with the same size, whose union

is the entire interval [L, H]. Since leaf nodes in P(2,k)
and Kautz strings in KautzSpace(2,k) are biunique, the
interval [L, H] can be partitioned into some

subintervals, each of which is represented by a unique
Kautz string. Thus, we can design the naming

algorithm Single_hash based on the partition tree. It
works as follows: Suppose the attribute value of object

O is c (c [L, H]), c surely lies in a subinterval

represented by a Kautz string S. Then S is assigned as
the ObjectID of object O, i.e., Single_hash(c,L,H,k) =
S. In the example shown in Figure 3, the attribute value
0.1 is in the subinterval represented by the leaf node P
with label 0120, thus the Kautz string 0120 is assigned

as the ObjectID of the object whose attribute value is
0.1. Due to the limit in space, the pseudocode of

Single_hash [23] is omitted here.
It can be proved that [23] the Single_hash algorithm

is an interval-preserving function from [L, H] to
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KautzSpace(2,k). In the example shown in Figure 3, the
range of [0.1, 0.24] by the Single_hash algorithm is the
Kautz region 0120, 0202 , which contains the four

adjoining leaf nodes P, R, W and S.

4.2 Single-attribute range query processing

When a peer P invokes a range query [LowV,
HighV], it first acquires Kautz strings LowT and HighT:
LowT = Single_hash(LowV,L,H ,k), HighT =

Single_hash(HighV,L,H,k). Because the Single_hash
algorithm is interval-preserving, objects with attribute

values in the range [LowV , HighV] are published
exactly on peers that are in charge of the Kautz region

LowT, HighT . Now we discuss the search algorithm

for these destination peers.

In FISSIONE, PeerIDs of out-neighbors of peer

P=u1u2...ub are u2...ubv1...vq (0 q 2). Based on the

topology properties of FISSIONE, we can design a
forward routing tree (FRT) for any peer P. The
forward routing tree of peer P=u1u2...ub is formed by
using the following four rules: (1) The root is peer P;
(2) Each node in the FRT is a peer in FISSIONE; (3)
For each node in the tree, its child nodes at the next

level are its out-neighbors in FISSIONE and they are

sorted from left to right in the increasing order of

defined over PeerIDs; (4) The FRT has (b+1) levels
with the root node at the 0th level. Therefore, the ith
level (0 i b 1) of the FRT contains all the peers
whose PeerIDs have a prefix ui+1...ub and the last level
(bth level) contains all the peers whose PeerIDs do not
have ub as the first symbol. Figure 4 shows the FRT of
peer 212 for the FISSIONE topology shown in Figure 2.
The FRT of peer 212 has four levels, and nodes at the

first and second levels respectively have a common

prefix 12 and 2, which are suffixes of 212.

Figure 4. An example of the FRT tree

Based on the FRT, Armada uses PrunIng Routing
Algorithm (PIRA) to perform a pruning search in the

FRT for all the destination peers that are in charge of

Kautz region LowT, HighT . Suppose the Kautz

strings LowT and HighT have a common prefix (if they
have no common prefix, we can divide LowT,
HighT into several (at most three) sub-regions with

common prefixes and deal with each sub-region

respectively), then all the destination peers are at the

same level of the FRT. Let ComT denote the longest
common prefix of LowT and HighT, and ComS the
longest Kautz string which is both the prefix of ComT
and the suffix of the root peer P’s PeerID. Suppose the
length of ComS is f, then all the destination peers are
adjoining nodes at the (b f)th level of the FRT.
When a peer B at the ith (0 i b 1) level of the

FRT receives the search message, the PeerID of B is
ui+1...ub fX . Consider any out-neighbor C=ui+2...ub fXY
of peer B, peer C is at the (i+1)th level of the FRT. By
the properties of the FRT, PeerIDs of C’s descendants
at the (b f)th level of the FRT have a prefix XY. If the
Kautz region LowT, HighT includes a Kautz string

S that has a prefix XY, descendants of C in the FRT
contains part of the destination peers and peer B should
forward the search message to peer C. The pseudocode
of the PIRA algorithm is omitted here and can be found
in [23]. From the above discussion, it is easy to see that

the PIRA Algorithm can forward any single-attribute
range query exactly to all the destination peers that

intersect with the query.

The dashed lines with arrows in Figure 4 show an

example of search paths of the PIRA algorithm. In the
example, peer 212 issues a range query [0.1, 0.24].

Since k=4, we have LowT=0120 and HighT=0202. All
the destination peers are at the 3rd level of the FRT.

4.3 Performance evaluation

4.3.1 Lower bounds analysis. We derive the lower

bounds on query delay and message cost for range

queries over constant-degree DHTs without requiring

modifications of the underlying DHTs. It has been
shown [22] that the lower bound on delay for routing in

constant-degree DHTs is O(logN). Because a range
query should reach no less than one destination peer, its

query delay is no less than the delay lower bound of
one DHT routing. Thus the delay lower bound of range

queries over constant-degree DHTs is O(logN).
Let n be the number of destination peers that

intersect with the specific range query. The range query
should reach n peers, and thus its message cost is no
less than the sum of the message cost of one DHT

routing to reach the first destination peer and the

message cost to reach the other n 1 destination peers.
Therefore, the lower bound on message cost for range
queries over constant-degree DHTs is O(logN)+n 1.
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4.3.2 Analysis on PIRA . First, we analyze the query
delay of the PIRA algorithm. The query delay of
Armada is no more than the height of the forward

routing tree (FRT), which is equal to the length of the

root’s PeerID. By the properties of FISSIONE, the

maximum length of PeerIDs is less than 2logN and the
average length is less than logN. Thus the maximum
query delay of PIRA is less than 2logN hops and the
average delay is less than logN hops, i.e., PIRA can
return all query results within 2logN hops, regardless of
the size of the query space or the specific query.
Therefore, PIRA is delay-bounded and its delay

reaches the delay lower bound O(logN).
Next, we analyze the message cost of the PIRA

algorithm. The average message cost of PIRA is about
logN+2n 2, which is close to the message cost lower
bound O(logN)+n 1 for range queries on constant-

degree DHTs. The detail of the analysis is omitted

here due to the limit in space and can be found in [23].

4.3.3 Simulations. We have implemented the single-

attribute range query scheme of Armada in the

FISSIONE simulator [5]. Among the well-known

general range query schemes, only DCF-CAN [9], PHT
[10] and Armada can support single-attribute range

queries over constant-degree DHTs. Since the delay

and message cost of PHT is much larger than that of

Armada (see Section 2), we only compared the PIRA
algorithm in Armada with DCF-CAN [9] (the average
degree of the underlying DHT is 4) in this subsection.

Besides the delay and message cost, we also

evaluated the following metrics.
(a) Destpeers: the number of destination peers that

intersect with the query. These peers need to query

their local information to return query results.

(b) MesgRatio: defined as Messages/Destpeers,
where Messages is the total number of messages
produced by the query. MesgRatio is used to evaluate
the average message cost per destination peer.

(c) IncreRatio: defined as (Messages logN) /
(Destpeers 1). Similar to MesgRatio, IncreRatio is
used to evaluate the increasing rate of message cost

when the number of destination peers increases,

excluding the impact of the first destination peer

(whose message cost is about logN). IncreRatio can
also be used to evaluate the analysis results in Section

4.3.2.

There are two parameters involved in range queries:

the number of peers in the system (i.e., network size)
and the size of queried range. We varied these

parameters, one at a time, and measured the query

delay and message cost. In the simulations, the entire

interval of each attribute value is set to [0, 1000]. For

each measurement, the result is averaged over 1000

range queries that are randomly selected from the
interval [0, 1000] and invoked by a random peer.

Figures 5 and Figure 6 show the evaluation results

about the impact of range size on range queries. In the

simulations, the number of peers is set to 2000 and the
size of range query varies from 2 to 300. From Figure 5,

it can be observed that the query delay of DCF-CAN is
much larger than that of PIRA. When the size of range
query increases, the average delay of DCF-CAN
increases remarkably, while PIRA is delay-bounded: its
average delay is almost unchanged and always less than

logN no matter the size of range query.
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Figure 5. Query delay at different range size
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Figure 6 shows the message cost and related

parameters of PIRA when the range size varies. From
Figure 6(a), it can be observed that the message cost of

PIRA and DCF-CAN are close and PIRA is slightly
better. Therefore, PIRA can achieve delay-bounded

property without imposing overly large message cost.
Figure 6(a) also shows Destpeers of PIRA, which is
about one half of the number of messages. From Figure

6(b), it can be inferred that MesgRatio and IncreRatio
are close to 2 and IncreRatio is almost always no more
than 2. By the definition of these two parameters, we
can see that the increase ratio of messages is about

twice that of destination peers. Thus it validates our

analytical result about the message cost in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the evaluation results
about the impact of network size on range query. In the
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simulations, the network size varies from 1000 to 8000

and the range query size is always set to 20. From
Figure 7, it can be inferred that the delay of PIRA is
less than that of DCF-CAN and the advantage of PIRA
over DCF-CAN becomes more remarkable as the

network size increases. Figure 7 also shows that the
average delay of PIRA is always less than logN with
different values of the network sizeN.
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Figure 7. Query delay at different network size

Figure 8 shows the message cost and related

parameters of PIRA when the network size varies.
From Figure 8(a), it can be observed that the message

cost of PIRA and DCF-CAN are close and PIRA is
slightly better than DCF-CAN. From Figure 8(b), we

can observe thatMesgRatio and IncreRatio are close to
2. Thus it again validates our analytical result about

PIRA described in Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 8. Messages at different network size

5. Multiple-attribute range queries

Due to the limit in space, here we only sketch the

multiple-attribute range query scheme in Armada.

Interested reader can find the details in [23]. Assume
that there are m attributes A0, A1, ..., and Am-1 and the
entire value interval of attribute Ai is [Li, Hi]. We define
partial-order relation between multiple-attribute

values as follows.

Definition 3. For two multiple-attribute values 1 =
< u0, u1, ..., um- 1 > and 2 = < v0, v1, ..., vm-1 > in multiple-

attribute space, 1 2 if and only if, for each 0

i<m 1, ui vi.
Definition 4. Assume that F is a surjection function

from multiple-dimensional space D to Kautz

namespace V. F is a multiple-attribute partial-order
preserving function if and only if, for any 1 and 2 in D ,
if 1 2, then F( 1) F( 1).
We again use the partition tree to design a multiple-

attribute partial-order preserving algorithm, called
Multiple_hash. We partition the entire multiple-

attribute space < [L0, H0], ..., [Li, Hi], ..., [Lm-1, Hm-1] >
onto the partition tree along attributes A0, A1, ... , and
Am-1 in a round-robin style. Each node in the partition
tree represents a multiple-attribute subspace and the

root node represents the entire multiple-attribute space

< [L0, H0], ..., [Li, Hi], ..., [Lm-1, Hm-1]. For any node B
at the jth level of the partition tree that has f child
nodes, let i denote the value of j mod m. Then, the
subspace represented by node B is evenly divided
into f pieces along the ith attribute (i.e., attribute Ai),
and each of its f child nodes represents one such a piece.
Based on the partition tree for multiple-attribute

space, the Multiple_hash algorithm works as follows.

For any object O with the multiple-attribute value V=
<v0, v1, ..., vm 1>, V is surely in a subspace represented
by a leaf node in the partition tree. Suppose the label of
the leaf node is S, then the Kautz string S is assigned as
O’s ObjectID. It is easy to see [23] that the

Multiple_hash algorithm is a multiple-attribute partial-
order preserving function from < [L0, H0], ..., [Li,
Hi], ..., [Lm-1, Hm-1] > to theKautzSpace(2,k).
Suppose a peer P=u1u2...ub issues a multiple-

attribute range query = < [x0, y0], ..., [xi, yi], ..., [xm-1,
ym-1] >. Let 1 denote <x0, x1, ..., xm-1> and 2 denote <y0,
y1, ..., ym-1>, and let LowT = Multiple_hash( 1) and
HighT = Multiple_hash( 2). Multiple_hash does not
have the interval-preserving property that Single_hash
has, thus the range of a range query by
Multiple_hash may be only a proper subset of LowT,
HighT . Therefore, we propose a new algorithm,

called MIRA, to process multiple-attribute range

queries. MIRA follows the basic idea of PIRA to

perform pruning search on the forward routing tree

(FRT) of peer P=u1u2...ub. However, when forwarding
the query to a node in the FRT, PIRA only needs to
determine the relation between its PeerID and Kautz

region LowT, HighT , while MIRA needs to

determine whether some descendants of the node in the

FRT intersect with the real query .

Similar to PIRA, the delay of MIRA is no less than
the height of the FRT, which is equal to the length of
the root’s PeerID. Therefore, MIRA is also delay-

bounded because its average delay is less than logN
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and the maximum delay is less than 2logN, regardless
of the size of the query space or the specific query.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have proposed a delay-bounded

general range query scheme, called Armada. Built over

FISSIONE, a high-performance constant-degree DHT
scheme, Armada supports efficient single-attribute and

multiple-attribute range queries. Analysis and

simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance

of Armada and the results show that Armada can
achieve high efficiency.

For future work, we plan to extend Armada to

support other complex queries, such as top-k query.
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